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DESCRIPTION 

ECO SUPER is a latest generation gasoline additive that comprises a friction 

modifier. Due to its optimized composition, fuel consumption is significantly 

reduced. It also provides detergent and anti-corrosive properties to gasoline. It is 

suitable for 95, 98 and 100 octane gasoline. 

Adding ECO SUPER does not affect any other properties of gasoline such as the 

octane index, oxidation resistance, demulsification. This is an additive without ash 

or halogenated compounds and does not contain metals or organometallic 

compounds. It is also suitable for gasoline containing up to 20% ethanol. 

 

APPLICATION & USE 

By adding ECO SUPER to gasoline, it optimizes the injection, keeps the engine 

clean and, above all, it drastically reduces deposits on the valves. The latest 

generation friction modifier contained in the additive, leads to a significant 

reduction in engine friction. Both cleaning action and reduction of friction result in 

an overall improvement in the operation of the engine, leading in increased engine 

performance and acceleration.  

Thus, with continuous use of improved gasoline (with ECO SUPER), the engine 

behaves like new, with consistently high performance, significant fuel economy 

and reduced exhaust emissions. The additive contains special anti-corrosive 

substances which completely protect the entire fuel network and the 

corresponding parts of the vehicle's engine from corrosion, rust, etc. 

The dosage of ECO SUPER is 1000 ppm v/v in gasoline, i.e. 1 liter of ECO SUPER 

in 1000 liters of gasoline. Add ECO SUPER directly to the tank before refueling. 

 

PACKAGING 

ECO SUPER is available in 1000 ml pails in a box containing 16 pieces. 

 

 

 

 

 

FUEL ADDITIVES 

 

 

 

PRODUCT CODE: FA112-82 

ECO SUPER 

GASOLINE IMPROVING ADDITIVE, CLEANER FOR INJECTORS & 

VALVES, FRICTION REDUCER 


